
~ Graphing + Writing Inequalities ~

Packet of Fun
 

 

 

 

TLWIdentify solutions of inequalities with one variable.

MATH Is

AMAZING
TLW Write and graph inequalities with one variable.

TLW define: inequality and solution of an inequality  
 

 

An iS a Statement that two quantities are not equal.

The quantities are Compared by using the following signs:
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Describe the solutions Of eaCh inequality in words.

1. m>3
 

2. t<-11
 

3. x<74
 

4. r#—9
 

 

6. m<-436
 



Identifying Solutions Of Inequalities

A is any Value of the Variable that makes the inequality true.

Fill in the Chart below stating whether or not the values Of x are solutions of the given inequality.

 

x —3 0 9.9 10 10.1 12

x-624
 

 

  Solution?        
 

E      An inequality like 3 +x <9 has too many solutions tolist. = aan +,

You Can use a graph on a number line to show all the solutions. —-10-8-6-4-2 0 2 4 6

 

8 10

The solutions are shaded and an arrow shows that the solutions continue past those shown on the graph. To

show that an endpoint is a solution, draw a at the number.

To show an endpoint is not a solution, draw
 

Let's try an example OF each...] just like Inequalities,... Inequalities are my favorite.

 

Worbs ALGEBRA GRAPH

 

A YAll real numbers less than 5

 

de YAll real numbers greater than -1

 

a YAll real numbers less than or equal to 3

 

YAll real numbers greater than or equal to O +

 

 

All real numbers not equal to -7     
 



Graphing Inequalities

Graph each inequality below on the line provided. Be sure to label your number line Correctly. |

1. 4215 2. h>-12 3. b<-—7

a AA a

4. w#-4 5. h<-31 6. d>17

 —_—_—_ un >

Writing an Inequality from a Graph

Write the inequality shown by each graph.

4 L L LA 4-53 en
-4-3-2-1012345%6 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8

Applications of Inequalities

Read each situation Carefully and represent it by graphing and writing and inequality.

    Reading Math

“No more than” means “less than or

equalto.”

 

“At least” means “greater than or

equal to”.  

 



1. Rays dad told him not to turn on the air Conditioner unless the temperatureis at least 85°F .

Define a variable and write an inequality for the temperatures at which Ray Can turn on the air

conditioner. Graph the solutions.

Let £ represent the temperatures at which Ray Can turn on the air Conditioner.

Turnon theACwhen temperature is at least |

 

Kaa

s : O j : 1 1 | T T T |Jnequality: Graph of Solutions 70 75 80 85

2. A store’s employees earn at least $8.50 per hour. Define a Variable and write an inequality for the
amount the employees may earn per hour. Graph the solutions. Let w represent an employee’s Wages.

Inequality: Graph of Solutions: <

Match eaCh inequality with its graph.

1. x25 (a) +++

et |

sp 1
2. x<5 (b) a |

3 x>5 Te ||

4. x<5 (d) A

5. Two students graphed the inequality 4>b . Which graph is incorrect? Explain the error.

-
0@



Nate: Date: Period:
3.1 Practice WS (1) Cookie Monster
 

GRAPH EACH INEQUALITYBELOWON THE LINE PROVIDED. BE SURE TO LABEL YOURNUMBER.LINE CORRECTLY:

1. x<-89 2. y24 3. f #67

4. z>-43 5. h<—2 6. d>51

FOREACH SITUATION; DEFINEA VARIABLE, WRITEAN INEQUALITYAND GRAPH THE SOLUTIONS:

7. Alexis sleeps more than 7 hours each night. ? '

Write an inequality to represent how much Alexis sleeps each night.

8. In 1955, the minimum wage in the U.S. was $0.75 per hour. A
Write an inequality to represent the Cost of minimum wagein 1955.

DESCRIBE THE SOLUTIONS OFEACH INEQUALITY IN WORDS:

9. m2-14
 

10. t<l
 

11. c>-34
 

12. d<12
 



WRITEAN INEQUALITYTO BESTREPRESENT EACH SITUATION.

20. A Citizen must be at least 35 years Old in order to run for Presidency of the United States. Write an

21.

22.

24.

25.

26.

inequality to represent how old a human would need to be in order to run for President of the U.S.

A, Certain elevator Can hold no more than 2,500 pounds. Write an inequality to represent how much

the elevator Can hold on any given day.

Kyle weighed 125 pounds before he started to play football. Write an inequality to represent What

Kyle weighed before he started to play football.

You must be at least 50 inches tall to ride the Wild Tornado roller Coaster. Write an inequality to

represent how tall you would be if you were Unable to ride the Wild Tornado roller Coaster.

Children less than 12 years old must be accompanied by an adult inside the haunted house. Write an

inequality to represent how old you must be to go in the haunted house without an adult.

Totland is an area OF the amusement park for Children whoare 6 years Old or younger. Write an

inequality to represent the ages Of Children in which Totland is designed.

The BumpyCars will not be turned on if there are 5 or more empty Cars. Write an inequality to

represent when the Bumpy Cars will be turned on.



Name Date Class

Practice B
 

M Graphing and Writing Inequalities

Describe the solutions of each inequality in words.

1.2m>6
 

2. 1+3<8
 

3. 1<x-5
 

4. -10> Lo
2
 

Graph each inequality.

5. x>-7 6. p>2°

7.452r 8. y<-v14-5

444444 ee

Write the inequality shown by each graph.
9.— 10.+h

6 7 8 9 -5-4 -3-2 -1 0

 
 

+.
11.E 12

7 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 . 35 40 45 50 55 60

 
 

Define a variable and write an inequality for each situation. Graph the

solutions.

13. Josephine sleeps more than 7 hours eachnight.

+

 

14. In 1955, the minimum wagein the U.S. was $0.75 per hour.

ca

 

Original content Copyright © by Holt McDougal. Additions and changesto the original content are the responsibility of the instructor.
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~ Solving One-Step Inequalities ~

Packet of Fun
 

TLW solve one-step inequalities by using addition, subtraction,

multiplication and division

TLW use Context Clues to Write inequalities in real world situations

TLW love inequalities so much because they are just Our favorite

 

  
 

Graph each inequality and write an inequality for each situation.

(a) The temperature must be at least —10°F .

(b) The temperaturefeels like it is no more than IF.
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Solve each equation.

(a) -3a=18 (b) x-9=-17 (C) == 720 (dd m+8=-12



Solving one-step inequalities is mUCh like solving one-step equations. To solve an inequality, you need to isolate

the Variable using the properties of inequality and inverse operations.

Using Addition and Subtraction to Solve Inequalities

Solve each inequality and graphthe solutions.

 

 

 

A x+9<15
x+9<15 Since 9 is added to x, subtract 9 from both sides to undo

= 9 =9 the addition.

Bann peep
—10-8 -6-4-2 0 2 4 6 8 10

B d—3>-6

d—3> —6 Since 3 is subtracted from d, add 3 to both sides to undo

+3 +3 the subtraction.

do > 3B 4 + | =4 | L | 1 | |
NY T T T T T T

—5-4-3-2-1 0 12 3 4 5

Solve each inequality and graph the solution on the numberline provided.

  

  

(a) x+4>-—7 (bp) x-8<-1 (Cc) x-12<3

AAA ee DNS Er [ne

(dd x-1>-—7 (e) x+83<-11 A x-122-3

<> m <> 



TF you multiply or divide both sides of an inequality by a negative number, the resulting inequality is not a true

Statement. You need to reverse the inequality symbol to make the statement true.

   

 

  

  

Ifyou
multiply or divide

by a negative number, Do not changethe direction of the inequality
symbol just because you see a negative

 

  
  

 

you
REVERSE sign. For example, you do not change the

the inequality symbol when solving 4x < -24.

  

Solve each inequality and graph the solution on the numberline provided.

   

(a) 2x>-70 (b) -8x<24 (C) gr

tt > >> _

(d) 45x>-90 (e) Zell (n 12x 2144

 



Problem Solving

Example 1
Sami has a gift Card. She has already used $14 of the total value, which was $30 . Write, solve, and graph an
inequality to show how much more she Can spend.

Step 1: Understand the Problem: The answerwill be an inequality and a Sraph that Show all the
possible amounts of money that Sami Can spend.

Step 2: List the important information: e Sami Can spend up to, or at most $30 .

e Sami has already spent $14 .

Step 3: Make à plan: Write and solve an inequality

Let g represent the remaining amount of money Sami Can spend.

 
Amount | is at
remaining plus ad | most $30.

g + Ss 30

 

Step 4: Write your answer in a Complete sentence to be sureit answers the question and makes logical sense.

Example 2
Mrs. Lawrence wants to buy ah antique bracelet at an auction. Sheis willing to bid no more than $550 . So

far, the highest bid is $475 . Write and solve an inequality to determine the amount Mrs. Lawrence Can add

to the bid. Check your answer.

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:



Example 3

A, soccer Coach plans to order more shirts for her team. Each Shirt costs $9.85 . She has $77 left in her
uniform budget. What are the possible number of shirts she Can buy?

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Example 4

A pitcher holds 128 ounces ofjuice. What are the possible numbers of 10—ounce servings that one pitcher

Can fill?

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:





Name: Date: Period:

ASMDInequalities Practice WS (1) Oscar the Grouch

Solve eaCh inequality.

1. t+5<-10 2. n+4>8 3. q+226 4. 4x<16

5. x-6<15 6. p-4>-2 7. r+3%5 8. 13x > —26

9. w+8>12 10. 43+n<62 11. r-22>-7 12. 5928

13. Lx>-9 14. 8+n>2 15. 140 <t+3 16. —3x >27

17. 81x #81 18. 14x > 28 19. m-10>0 20. —5x < 30



21. The rope Bobby brought with his camping gear is 100 inches long. Bobby needs to Cut shorter pieces of

rope that are each 18 inches long. What are the possible number of pieces Bobby Can Cut?

22. Tom saved $550 to go on a school trip. The Cost for a hotel room, including tax is $80 per night. What

are the possible numbers of nights Tom Can stay at the hotel?

23. Ryan has a $20 gift Card for a health store where a smoothie costs $2.50 with tax. What are the possible

numbers of Smoothies that Ryan Can buy?

Solve each inequality and match the solution to the Correct graph.

24. —0.5x>1.5

25. 1227
9

26. -13.5<-4.5x

27. Et
—6 2

(a)

 

 

(C) See |

| u
n | E
s | L
u | M
J |
— a
o

h
a

un | | |

(a) _45 —36 —27 —18 —9 0



Name: Date: Period:

ASMDInequalities Practice WS (2) Big Bird

Please read each question Carefully and show all your work. Rectangle your final answer.

 

1. À local restaurant Will deliver food to your house if the purchase amount of your orderis at least $25.

The total for part of your order is $17.95. Write and solve an inequality to determine how much more

must spend for the restaurant to deliver you order.

2. The maximum load for a Certain elevator is 2000 pounds. The total weight Of the passengers on the

elevator is 1400 pounds. A delivery man who weights 243 pounds enters the elevator With a Crate Of

weight w. Write and solve and inequality to show the values OF w that Will hot exceed the Weight limit

of the elevator.

3. The gas tank in Mandy’s Car holds at most 15 gallons. She has alreadyfilled the tank With 7 gallons OF

gas. She will Continue tofill the tank with g gallons more. Write and solve an inequality that showsall

values of g that Mandy Can add to the Car’s tank.



4. x+3<-l 5. —y#-8 6. w-1>—2 7. —2x<-18

g. t-5<10 9. oye 10. —30x > 60 11. 7+x>19

12. b+8#15 13. —6x > —54 14. w-9>-11 15. vs

16. x+5<-8 17. 24 =-—24x 18. c-14>-13 19. -9x <-90



Name Date Class

Practice B
 

EE Solving Inequalities by Adding or Subtracting

Solve each inequality and graph the solutions.

 
 

 
 

  

1.b+8>15 2. t-5 2-2

+ aS

3. A+x>1 4. g+8<2

> eu

5.-92m-9 6. 15>d+19

> >

Answer each question.

7. Jessica makes overtime pay when she works

more than 40 hours in a week. So far this week

she has worked 29 hours. She will continue to
 

work h hours this week. Write, solve, and graph

an inequality to show the values of h that will

allow Jessica to earn overtime pay.

8. Henry's MP3 player has 512MB of memory.

He has already downloaded 287MB and will

continue to download m more megabytes.

Write and solve an inequality that shows how

many more megabytes he can download.
 

9. Eleanor needsto read at least 97 pages of a

book for homework. She has read 34 pages

already. Write and solve an inequality that

shows how many more pages p she mustread.
 

Original content Copyright © by Holt McDougal. Additions and changesto the original content are the responsibility of the instructor.
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Name Date Class

Practice B
 

Seal Solving Inequalities by Multiplying or Dividing

Solve each inequality and graph the solutions.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. 4a> 32 2. -7y<21

¿A++ A+

3
3. 15n<-18 4. en

44444 ++ > A +4 25

5 = >4 6. 2s<-3

+ fpf ttt

1 Z
7. —— b<-6 6.0

 

 

Write and solve an inequality for each problem.

9. Phil has a strip of wood trim that is 16 feet long. He needs 5-foot pieces

to trim some windows. What are the possible numbers of pieces he can cut?

 

10. A teacher buys a 128-ouncebottle of juice and servesit in

5-ounce cups. Whatare the possible numbers of cups she canfill?

 

11. At an online bookstore, Kendra bought 4 copies of the same book

for the members of her book club. She got free shipping because her

total was at least $50. What was the minimumprice of each book?

 

Original content Copyright © by Holt McDougal. Additions and changesto the original content are the responsibility of the instructor.
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Name Date Class  

Problem Solving
 

EM Solving Inequalities by Adding or Subtracting

Write the correct answer.

  

  

1. Sumiko is allowed to watch no more 2. A satellite will be released into an orbit of

than 10 hoursof television each week. more than 400 miles abovethe Earth.

She has watched4 hoursoftelevision The rocketcarryingit is currently

already. Write and solve an inequality to 255 miles above Earth. Write and solve

show how many more hours of an inequality to show how muchhigher

television Sumiko can watch. the rocket must climb beforeit releases

the satellite.

3. Wayne’s homeworkis to solve atleast 4. Felix wants to get at least one hourof

20 questions from his textbook. Sofar, exercise each day. Today, he has run

he has completed 9 of them. Write, for 40 minutes. Write, solve, and graph

solve, and graph an inequality to show an inequality that shows how much

how many more problems Wayne must longer Felix needs to exercise to reach

complete. his goal.

«lotto» al 1 111 11a
T T oe
 

 

The high school has been raising moneyfor charity andtheclass that raises

the most will be awarded a party at the end of the year. The table below shows

how much moneyeachclass hasraised so far. Use this information to answer

questions 5-7.

 

 

 

 

     

5. The schoolhasa goalof raising at least :

$3000. Which inequality shows how Class AmountRaised ($)

much more money m they needto raise Seniors 870
to reach their goal? Juniors 650

A m>215 C m<215 Sophomores 675

B m<215 D m> 2785 First-Years 590

6. The juniors would like to raise more 7. Alocal business has agreed to donate

money than the seniors. The seniors no more than half as much as the senior

have completedtheir fundraising for the class raises. Which inequality shows

year. Which expression shows how much how much moneyb the business will

more moneyjthe juniors must raise to contribute?

overtake the seniors? 4 4
F j<220 H j>220 A , (er0)= b C 3 (7072 b

G j<220 J j>220 1 1
B 8705 5b D 8702 56

Original content Copyright © by Holt McDougal. Additions and changesto the original content are the responsibility of the instructor. 
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Name Date Class

Problem Solving
 

RE Solving Inequalities by Multiplying or Dividing

Write and solve an inequality for each situation.

1. Karin has $3 to spend in the arcade. 2. Tyrone has $21 and wants to buy juice

The gameshelikes costs 50¢ perplay. drinks for his soccer team. There are 15

What are the possible numbers of times players on his team. How much can each

that she can play? drink cost so that Tyrone can buy one

drink for each person?

 
 

 
 

3. Aswimming poolis 7 feet deep and is 4. Meganis making quilts that require
being filled at the rate of 2.5 feet per 11 feet of cloth each. She has 50 feet of

hour. How long canthe poolbeleft cloth. What are the possible numbersof

unattended without the water quilts that she can make?
overflowing?

  

  

Alyssa, Reggie, and Cassie are meeting somefriends at the movies and have

stopped at the refreshment stand. The table below shows someofthe items

for sale and their prices. Use this information to answer questions 5-7.
 

5. Alyssa has $7 and wouldlike to buyfruit
 

 

 

 

 

M It Pri
snacks for as many of herfriends as ET nee)
possible. Which inequality below can be Popcorn ann
solved to find the numberoffruit snacks f Drink 3.00

?she can buy? Hot Dog 2.50

A 2f<7 C 7F<2 Nachos 2.50
B 2f>7 D 7f<2 Fruit Snack 2.00    

6. Reggie brought $13 and is going to buy

popcorn for the group. Which answer

below shows the possible numbers

of popcorns p Reggie can buy for his

7. The movie theater donates 12% of

its sales to charity. From Cassie's

purchases,the theater will donate at

least $2.15. Which inequality below
friends?

shows the amount of money m that

F 0, 1, or 2 H 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 Cassie spentat the refreshment stand?

G 0, 1,2, or 3 J 0,1, 2, 3,4, or5 A m 17.92 C m» 25.80

B m< 17.92 D m< 25.80

Original content Copyright © by Holt McDougal. Additions and changes to the original content are the responsibility of the instructor.
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~ Solving Multi-Gtep Inequalities ~

Packet Of Fun
TLW Solve inequalities that contain more than one operation.

TLW Solve inequalities that contain variable terms on both

sides.
TLW Useinequalities to solve real-world application problems ®

TLW love solving multi-step inequalities because really, why TS

wouldn't you???? ADCKE

 

   
Jnequalities that Contain more than one operation require more than One step to solve. Use inverse

Operations to undo the operations in the inequality one at a time.

Some inequalities have variable terms on both sides of the inequality symbol. You Can solve these

inequalities like you solved equations with Variables on both sides.

Use the properties of inequality to “collect” all the Variable terms on one side and all the Constant terms

on the otherside.

For example: Solve the inequality and graph the solutions.

45 + 2b > 61 Since 45 is added to 2b
45 + 2b > 61 subtract 45 from bothsides

=45 45 to undo the addition.

2b > 16
2b 16 Since b is multiplied by 2, divide
— > — both sides by 2 to undo the
2 2 multiplication.
b>8

 

L L 1 1 ID. A 4 1 1 1 4

0 2 4 6 8 101214 1618 20

Let’s Try a Bunch of Examples together to review Our equation solving skills mixed With Our inequality

solving skills to see just how much fun we Can have in one math Class O

Solve the inequality and graph the solutions on the line provided.

1. 8-3y229



. -1223x+6

x+5
. > 

 

. 2-(-10)> 4x

. —4(2-x)<8
+

p
e

 



8. 4x-3<2x+6

9. 5x+1<-—2x-6

Application Examples Using Inequalities

Example 1

To rent a Certain vehicle, Rent-A-Ride Charges $55 per day with unlimited miles. The Cost of renting a

similar vehicle at We Got Wheels is $38 per day plus $0.20 per mile. For what number of miles in the Cost

at Rent-A-Rideless than the cost at We Got Wheels?

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Identify what you are looking for and assign a Variable

Let represent
 

Identify important information and list it below

Write and solve the inequality.

nn dail
Cost at must be et ve

¡Rent-A- tess We Got

‚Ridethan Wheels

oo $0.20
| plus . times *of
= per mile miles.

Logic Check — Write your answer in a complete sentence



Example 2

The average of Jim’s two test scores must be at least 90% to make an A in the Class. Jim got a 95% on

his first test. What grades Can Jim get on his second test to make an A in the Class?

Step:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Example 3

The Home Cleaning Company Charges $312 to power-wash the siding of a house plus $12 for each

window. Power Clean Charges $36 per window, and the price includes power-washing the siding. How

many Windows must a house have to make the total Cost from The Home Cleaning Company less

expensive than Power Clean?

Step:

Step 2:

Ctep 3:

Step 4:



Core:Date:Name:  

CnuffaluffagusSolving Multi-Ctep Inequalities Practice WS (2) 

SOLVE EACH INEQUALITYAND GRAPH THE SOLUTION SET-

1. 6x-3>21  
2. 5>4x-7  

102 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1-10

3. 3(3c—4) 215

-2-3
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<

<

—15>-3x-45

6. -6(37+2)<6

5.

9-9 -8 -7 -6 5 4 -3 -2 -1 0 1-10

7. 5x-1>9

||
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10. A sales representative is given a Choice of two paycheck plans. One Choice includes a monthly base

pay of $300 plus 10% commission on his sales. The second Choice is a monthly salary of $1200.
For what amount of sales would the representative make more money With the first plan?

11. One Cell phone Companyoffers a plan that Costs $29.99 and includes unlimited night and weekend

minutes. Another Company offers a plan that Costs $19.99 and Charges $0.35 per minute during

nights and weekends. For what numbers of night and weekend minutes does the second Company’s

plan Cost more than thefirst Company’s plan?

12. A full year membership to a gym Costs $325 upfront with no monthly Charge. A, monthly membership

costs $100 upfront and $30 per month. For what numbers of monthsis it less expensive to have a

monthly membership?

In 13- 15, write an inequality for each statement. Solve the inequality and graph the solutions.

13. one-half of a number, increased by is less than 33

14. six is less than or equal to the sumof 4 and -2x

15. the product of 4 and the sum of a number and 12 is at most 16

16. Which statement is modeled by 2p+5<11? 16.

(a) the sum of 5 and 2 timesp is at least 11

(b) five added to the product of 2 and p is less than 11

(C) two times p plus 5 is at most 11

(d) the product of 2 and p addedto 5 is 11



Core:Date:Name:  

GroverSolving Mutti-Ctep Inequalities Practice WS(2) 

SOLVE EACH INEQUALITYAND GRAPH THE SOLUTION SET.

-9-e>3e+ll1.   2. 3(2x+4)>7x+8
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10. The school band will sell pizzas to raise money for new uniforms. The supplier Charges $100 plus

$4 per pizza. TF the band members sell the pizzas for $7 each, how manypizzas will they have to sell

to make a profit?

11. Jan wants to promote his band on the internet. Site A offers website hosting for $4.95 per month

with a $49.95 startup fee. Site B offers website hosting for $9.95 per month with no Startup fee.
For how many months would Jan need to keep the website for Site B to be less expensive than Site A?

12. The Home Cleaning Company charges $312 to power-wash the siding of a house plus $12 for each

window. Power Clean Charges $36 per window, and the price includes power-washing the siding.

How many Windows must a house have to make the total Cost from The Home Cleaning Companyless

expensive than Power Clean?

In 13-15, write an inequality to represent each relationship. Solve and graph your solution.

13. four more than twice a numberis greater than two-thirds of the number

14. ten less than five times a numberis less than six times the number decreased by eight

15. the sum of a numberand twenty is less than four times the number decreased by one



Name: Date Class

Practice B

Jl Solving Two-Step and Multi-Step Inequalities

Solve each inequality and graph the solutions.

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

 
 

  

1. 3a+ 10<-11 2. 4x-12 220

e! i } 1] } ji j i j } 1 I_n lt 1 i j j ] 1 | | 1 | | |
} 1 1 t t t 1 i T Í 1 poe 1 Í i i 1 I i T I i 1 1 DT

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

2k-3 1 2
3. ——>7 4. ——7z+—<2

—5 5 3

efpe
—22-21-20-19 —-18-17 -16-15-14-13-12-11-10 12-11-10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 4-3 -2-1 0

5. 6(n- 8) >-18 6. 10-2(3x+4)<11

HA>
-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ~7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

7. 7+20- 4°<-9 8. 15p + 3(p — 1) > 3 (2°)

inne te
“6 —5 4-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 4 8 «2 «1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Write and solve an inequality for each problem.

9. A full-year membership to a gym costs $325 upfront with no monthly

charge. A monthly membership costs $100 upfront and $30 per month.

For what numbers of monthsis it less expensive to have a monthly membership?

 

10. The sum ofthe lengths of any twosidesofa triangle must (3x) cm

be greater than the length of the third side. What are the bae an

possible values of x forthis triangle? |
40 cm

 

Original content Copyright © by Holt McDougal. Additions and changesto the original content are the responsibility of the instructor.
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Name Date Class

Problem Solving

A Solving Two-Step and Multi-Step Inequalities

Write and solve an inequality for each situation.

2. Marcus has accepteda job selling cell

phones. He will be paid $1500 plus 15%

of his sales each month. He needs to

earn at least $2430 to payhis bills. For

what amountof sales will Marcus be able

to pay his bills?

1. Jillene is playing in a basketball

tournament and scored 24 points in

herfirst game. If she averages over

20 points for both games,shewill

receive a trophy. How manypoints can

Jillene score in the second game and

receive a trophy?

 

 

 

 
4. Binh brought $23 with her to the county

fair. She purchased a $5 T-shirt and now

wants to buy somelocally grown plants

for $2.50 each. What are the numbers of

plants that she can purchase with her

remaining money?

3. A 15-foot-tall cedar tree is growing at a

rate of 2 feet per year beneath power

lines that are 58 feet above the ground.

The power companywill have to prune or

removethetree before it reaches the

lines. How many years can the power

companywait before taking action?

  

  

Benedict, Ricardo, and Charlie are considering opportunities for summer

work. The table below showsthe jobs opento them andthe pay for each.

Usethis information to answer questions 5-7.

5. Benedict has saved $91 from last year
and would like to baby-sit to earn enough Job Pay

to buy a mountain bike. A good quality

bike costs at least $300. What numbers

 

 

Mowing Lawns $15 per lawn
 

     
of hours h can Benedict baby-sit to reach Baby-Sitting $5.50 per hour

his goal? Tutoring $9 per session
Ahz14 C h>38 | . .

7. Charlie has agreed to mow his neighbor’s
Bh>23 Dh>71 lawn each week and will also baby-sit

. Ricardo has agreedto tutor for the

school. He oweshis older brother $59

and would like to end the summerwith at

least $400 in savings. How many

sessions s can Ricardo tutor to meet his

goal?

F s>31 H s2 51

Gs> 38 J s>83

some hours. If he makes $100 or more

each week,his parents will charge him

rent. How many hours h should Charlie

agree to baby-sit each weekto avoid

paying rent?

A hs<15

Bh215

C h<21

D h2>21

Original content Copyright © by Holt McDougal. Additions and changesto the original content are the responsibility of the instructor.
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Name Date Class
 

Practice B
 

5 Solving Inequalities with Variables on Both Sides

Solve each inequality and graph the solutions.

1. 2x +30 = 7x

 

1 { ‘ 4 } 5 £
q i 3 E F

3. 3b—-2<2b+1

 

5. 5s-9<2(S-6)

 

7..1.4z + 2.2 > 2.6z — 0.2

 

12
777 ? T Dr

Solve each inequality.

9. v+1>v-6

Write and solve an inequality for each problem.

. 3(x + 4) < 3x

2. 2k+6<5k-3

 

4. 2(3n+

1
1

7)>5n

4 4 i i
i a i T 3 4 i ii E

 

 

©

o
|
N

N
E
S

IA
D
i

+

 

 

11. —2(8 — 3x) > 6x +2

12. lan wants to promote his band on the Internet. Site A offers website

hosting for $4.95 per month with a $49.95 startup fee. Site B offers

website hosting for $9.95 per month withno startup fee. For how

many months would lan need to keep the website for Site B to be less

expensive than Site A?

 

13. For what valuesof x is the area of the rectangle greater than

the perimeter?

 

   
x+2

 

Original content Copyright © by Holt McDougal. Additions and changesto the original content are the responsibility of the instructor.
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Name

Problem Solving
3-5

Date Class

Solving Inequalities With Variables on Both Sides

Write and solve an inequality for each situ

1. Rosa has decidedto sell pet rocks at an

art fair for $5 each. She haspaid $50 to

rent a table at. the fair and it costs her

$2 to package each rockwith a set of

instructions. For what numbers of sales

will Rosa make a profit?

ation.

2. Jamie has a job paying $25,000 and

expects to receive a $1000 raise each

year. Wei has a job paying $19,000

a year and expects a $1500 raise each

year. For what spanoftime is Jamie

making more money than Wei?

  

  

3. Sophia types 75 words per minute and is

just starting to write a term paper. Patton

already has 510 words written and types

at a speed of 60 words per minute. For

what numbersof minuteswill Sophia

have more words typed than Patton?

4. Keith is racing his little sister Pattie

and has given her a 15 foot headstart.

She runs 5 ft/sec and he is chasing at

8 ft/sec. For how long can Pattie stay

ahead of Keith?

  

  

The table below showsthe population of four cities in 2004 and the amount of

population change from 2003. Use this table to answer questions 5-6.

5. If the trends in this table continue, after

how manyyearsy will the population of

Manchester, NH, be more than the population

of Vallejo, CA? Round your answerto the

nearest tenth of a year.
 

 

 

 

    

A y>0.2 C y>34.6 . Population

. Population
B y>6.4 D y > 78.6 City (2004) Change

s ih 4 + el (from 2003)
. the trends in this table continue,

for how long x will the population Lakewood, CO 141,301 -830

of Carrollton, TX be less than the Vallejo, CA 118,349 1155

population of Lakewood, CO? Carrollton, TX 117,823 +1170
Round your answerto the nearest
tenth of a year. Manchester, NH 109,310 +261
 

Fx<11.7 H x < 20.1

G x< 14.6 J x < 28.3

Qriginal content Copyright © by Holt McDougal. Additions and changesto theoriginal content are the responsibility of the instructor.
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a jin Music, What Does “Allegro” Mean?|
Solve each inequality below. Draw a straight line connectingit to the inequality that
describes the solution set. Thelinewill cross a number and letter. Write the letter
in the matching numbered box at the bottom of the page.

() 4x-7>17 o e x>2

(2) 2x+36<4 o 6) (E e x>-4

(3) 10-8x> 26 o ©) o x>6

(4) -6x-1<23e e x<-10
(5) 6+11x>-60 e 6) ©) (S) ex<-6

(6) -9x+5>-58 e E Ä As

(7) 32-15x<2 o (7) © ex>-1

(8) 42>3x+3 o (17) = ex<2

(9) -26<4-5x o e x<7

© ®x=-4

(1) 10x+18>-72 e

(12) 12>-14x-2 o

O
¡ (0) 26<-7x-2 o ©

(13) 4x -68> -4 o O O © e x<13

(id 37<17-2x e O © ex>-

(5) -3-7x>-17 e (4) ex>-4

(16) 14<5x+34 o e x>16

(17) 58-x>20 o E) e x>-6

(18) 6x—4<-40 o o x<6

 

1/213]/4]5]/6]71]8] 9 ]10]141] 12113] 14] 15116] 17] 18

                   
 

D-22 OBJECTIVE 2-b: To solve inequalities of the form ax + b > c, where a is an integer.





~ Section 3.6 Notes ~

Solving Compound Inequalities
 

 

TLW solve compoundinequalities with one variable.

TLW graph solution sets of compound inequalities with one variable.

TLWrealize that “C” might be for “cookie” but also for “compound

inequality” because even Cookie Monster loves compound

inequalities

 

 
 

Theinequalities you have seen so far are simple inequalities. When two simple inequalities are Combined into

One statement by the words AND or OR, the result is Called a

Compound Inequalities N

 

 

 

 

 

     

WORDS ALGEBRA GRAPH

All real numbers greater than x>2ANDx<6 us

2 AND less than 6 2<x<6 02468

All real numbers greater than 2 AND x< 6
or equal to 2 AND less than or Am aS —>
equal to 6 2=zx<s6 02468

All real numbers less than 2 OR uaja
greater than 6 x<20Rx>6 0 > 4 6 8

All real numbers less than or
Cd)equal to 2 OR greater than or x<20Rx>6 02468

equal to 6
A y
 

Example 1
The pH level of a popular shampoo is between 6.0 and 6.5 inclusive. Write a Compound inequality to show
the pH levels of this shampoo. Graph the solutions.

Let pbe the pH level of the shampoo.

6.0 is less than pHlevel islessthan 6.5 £ 4
re <A 1 Y 1 1 1 T T 1 T 1777

or equalto or equalto



Example 2
The free Chlorine in a pool should be between 1.0 and 3.0 parts per million inclusive. Write a Compound

inequality to show the levels that are within this range. Graph the solutions.

Why compound inequalities are graphed the way they are... the AND version

 

 

 

 

 

 

I

You Can graph the solutions of a Compound un> x< 10

inequality involving AND by using the idea of

an overlapping region. The overlapping region rene) mmex > O
. = . | I

is Called the intersection and shows the po
; ~ en ÁS 0 <x< 10

t A I T T Y A T ! T 7
Uena are solutions of both 2425246051019 1418

inequalities.

Solve the Compoundinequality and graph the solutions.

abea >

(b) 8<3x-1<11 Ll 1 1 Ly 1 L__ 1 Loy
TT T T T T Y T T T 1 T

(Cc) -9<x-10<-5 5557 >

(d) -4<3x+5<11 4 } 1 1 4 1 1 4 | | Ls
N y T i y y I i 1 1 y 1 Y



Why compound inequalities are graphed the way they are... the ORversion

 

 

 

 

 

I 1

You Can graph the solutions of a Compound <— 2 5 : > x<0

inequality involving OR by using the idea of

combining regions. The combine regions are Aax > 10
I I

Called the union and show the numbers that ' :

are solutions of either inequality >X OR: -4-2 0 2 4 6 8 10121416 x>10

Solve the Compoundinequality and graph the solutions.

(a) 4x<20 or 3x>21 + ++ 4H

(b) 2+x<12 or x+5219 LA 1N
SN PH 1 1 11777

LY j 4 1 j | 1 ! ! J J
N À 1 i 1 1 Y 1 t T T T Y
 

(C) 7x>21 or 2x<-2

Every solution of a Compoundinequality involving AND must be a solution of both parts of the Compound
inequality. If no numbers are solutions of both simple inequalities, then the Compound inequality has no

solutions.

The solutions of a Compound inequality involving OR are not always two separate sets of numbers. There may

be numbers that are solutions Of both parts of the Compound inequality.

Write the Compound inequality shown by the graph.

i>
 

 

(a) Rn u ant)
—10-8 -6 -—4-2 0 (b)IT -5-4-3-2-1 012 3 4 5

5 AT
wg sy 1 L 1 t T 7 i y 1°

€ + > ? 109 8 -7 -6-5-4-3-2-1 0
AI -4-2 0 246 8 (d)—





Name Date Class

Practice B
 

OM ~Solving CompoundInequalities

Write the compoundinequality shown by each graph.

1 A Ede 9 AAA ae

° 6 -5 -4 -3 -2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 & . 6 -5 -4 -8 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
 

 

 

 

 3, +2
18-17-16 15-14-13 -12 -1] -10 -9

> 4
5 -40-30-20-10 0 10 20 30 40

 

 

Solve each compoundinequality and graph the solutions.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. -15<x-8<-4 6. 12<4n<28

ppp pp pot tt

7. -2<3b+7<13 8.x-3<-30Rx-3>3

4444444444 ES ne

9. 5k<-20 OR 2k> 8 10. 2s+3<7 OR 35+5 > 26

 

 

1 ¿ i 1 L z } i 4 4 ¿ i >> + | L | 1 | | | | | El >

T t ? t E 1 = T T t poo LI Î T t T T I ' I | 1 axe

Write a compound inequality for each problem. Graphthe solutions.

41. The human earcan distinguish sounds  

between 20 Hz and 20,000 Hz,inclusive. o1 Y

12. For a man to box as a welterweight, he must

weigh more than 140 Ibs, but at most 147 Ibs. DL RL op Op + + |
 

4 Y

Original content Copyright © by Holt MeDougal. Additions and changesto the original contentare the responsibility of the instructor.
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Name Date Class

Problem Solving
3-6 Solving CompoundInequalities
 

Write and solve an inequality for each situation.

1. The Mexican Tetra is a tropical fish that 2. Nerissa's car can travel between 380

requires a water temperature between and 410 miles ona full tank of gas. She

68 and 77 degrees Fahrenheit, inclusive. filled her gas tank and drove 45 miles.

An aquarium is heated 8 degrees sothat How many more miles can she drive

a Tetra canlive in it. What temperatures without running out of gas?

could the water have been before the

heating?  

 

 

4. Marty’s allowanceis doubled andis

now between $10 and $15,inclusive. 

3. Alocal companyis hiring trainees What amounts could his allowance have

with less than 1 year of experience been before the increase? Graph the

and managers with 5 or more years of solutions.

experience. Graph the solutions.

 

 

 

 

The elliptical orbits of planets bring them closer to and farther from the Sun

at different times. The closest (perihelion) and furthest (aphelion) points are

givenfor three planets below. Use this data to answer questions 5-7.
 

 

 

      

5. Which inequality represents the Planet Perihelion Aphelion

distances(in 10° km) d from the (in 10° km) (in 10° km)
sun to Neptune?
A d< 4444.5 Uranus 2741.3 3003.6

444. 4545.B d<45457 Neptune 4444.5 545.7

Pluto 4435.0 7304.3
C 44445<d<4545.7

D d=4444.5 OR d2 4545.7 7. At what distances o do the orbits of

6. A NASAprobeis traveling between Neptune and Pluto overlap?

Uranus and Neptune.It is currently A 4435.0 <0< 4444.5

betweentheir orbits. Which inequality

showsthe possible distance p from B 4435.0 <0 < 4545.7

the probe to the Sun? C 4444.5 <0 < 7304.3

F 1542.1 <p<1703.2 D 4545.7 <0 < 7304.3

G 2741.3 < p< 4545.7

H 3003.6 < p < 4444.5

J 7185.8 < p< 7549.3

Original content Copyright © by Holt McDougal. Additions and changesto the original content are the responsibility of the instructor.
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Name: Date: Period:

Section 3.6 Practice WS (1) Bert + Ernie

Solve each Compound inequality and graph the solutions.

  

  

 

 

 

 

1. —3<x+2<7 2. 5<4x+1<13

3. 2<x+2<5 4. 11<2x+3<21

5. x+2<-6 OR x+2>6 6. x-1<0 OR x-1>4

7. x+2<3 OR x+3>7 8 x-1<-l OR x-5>-1

Write the Compound inequality shown by each graph.

D> 0. eh
-10-8-6-4-2 0 2 4 6 8 10 23423=2=1 8 1 2

  



11. **—— 12. + +
| pop]
T I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 —-6-5-4-3-2-1 0 12 3 4

 
 

13. An iguana needs to live in a warm environment. The temperaturein a pet iguana’s Cage should be

between 70°F’ and 95°F’ inclusive. Write a Compound inequality to show the temperatures that are

within the recommended range. Graph the solutions.

In 14 - 19, write an inequality for the statement and draw its graph.

  

  

14. x is between 5 and 9 15. x is at least —6 and at most 2

< > << p>

16. xis between—4 and —1 17. x is less than 3 but is at least 1

< > << >

18. x is more than —3 but is at most —2 19. x is more than O but is at most 5

  



Name: Date: Period:

Section 3.6 Practice US (2) Sesame Street

solve each Compound inequality and graph the solutions.

  

  

 

 

1. —1<x+1<1 2. 1<2x-5<7

3. 2<x-2<2 4. 5<3x-1<17

5. x-4<-7 OR x+3>4 6. 2x+1<1 OR x+5>8

7. x+1<2 OR x+5>8 8. x+3<0 OR x-2>0

Write the Compound inequality Shown by each graph.

   

 

10. ein

—10-8-6-4-2 0 2 4 6 8 10
  

  



> 12.

 

 
 

13. Earth’s atmosphere is made up several layers. A layer Called the stratosphere extends from about 16 km

above Earth’s surface to about 50 km above Earth’s surface. Write a Compound inequality to show the

altitudes that are within the range of the Stratosphere. Graph the solutions.

In 14 - 19, write an inequality for the statement and draw its graph.

  

  

14. x is between 1 and 7 15. x is at least —3 and at most O

<= > < >

16. xis between-8 and 2 17. xis more than 2 but is at most 10

<= > << >

18. xis less than —5 but is at least —8 19. x is more than —1 but is at most 5

  



Name: Date: Period:

Inequalities Practice Mania 25 pts.
 

 

     

 

  

T love solving inequalities... and
those compound inequalities

are TWICEas fun...

Directions:

Solve each problem. Put the answer on

the indicated line. Graph if necessary.

‚And for an extra point, write something

NICE about math AFTERthelast
problem on this sheet.  
 

In 1-3, sketch a graph of the inequality. PLEASE NUMBERYOUR.NUMBERLINES!!!

1. x>-4/81 2. —8x > 24 3. -19+x42x

 
 
 

In 4—9, solve the inequality. Then match its solution with one of the graphs.

 

 

 

4. -l<x 5. lex 6. —3+x>-4 4.

5.

E.

7. =x>l 8. —36x > 36 9. x—6<—5

7.

8.

9.

(a) 0 » ©) e- , © 4 O

eee eg ee

(dy > (Ce e) (f) ‘ 9
—O- | | | | | |

 
 

ee TE atoms



19. The average of Sena's two test scores must be at least 80 to make a B in math Class. Gena got an 82 on her

first test. What grades Can Sena get on her second test to make a B in math Class?

(a) Inequality: (b) Solution:

(c) Statement:
 

20. A full year membership to a 8ym Costs $240 upfront With no monthly Charge. A monthly membership Costs

$100 ahd $16 per month. For what numbers of monthsis it less expensive to have a monthly membership?

(a) Inequality: (b) Solution:

(C) Statement:
 

21. Write and solve an inequality to find the values of x for which the area Of the rectangle is greater than the

area of the triangle.

 

   
x+2

(a) Inequality: (b) Solution:

(c) Statement:
 





~ Section 3.7 Notes ~
Colving Absolute Value Inequalities
 

 

TLW solve inequalities in one variable involving absolute-value

expressions

TLW useprevious knowledgeofsolving absolute value equations

and apply that knowledge to what wasrecently learned with

respect to inequalities

 
 

When an inequality contains an absolute-value expression, it Can be written as a Compoundinequality.

x| < 5 describes all real numbers whose distance from 0 is less than 5 units. The solutionsThe inequality  

are all numbers between —5 and 5 ‚so E <5 Can be written as -5<x<5 , which is the compound

inequality.

- Absolute-Value Inequalities Involving <

 

   

 

 

numbers between —a anda.

WORDS NUMBERS

— The inequality |x| < a (when a > 0) asks, “What valuesof [x]<5
x have an absolute value less than a?” The solutions are -5<x<5

x>-5ANDx<5

 

 
GRAPH ALGEBRA

l— a units —>\<— a units —>| |x| < a (when a > 0)
 ———— =a<x<a

-a 0 a
x>-aANDx<a
  

o

Solve each inequality and graph the solutions. Then write the solutions as a Compoundinequality.

  

i Just like solving |x]+3< 12

absolute value jx[+3< 12
equations, when you —3 —3

solve absolute Value |x| < 9
inequalities, isolate ke 9 units -»ke- 9 units —>|
the absolute-value pop eh |
expression. -12-9 6-3 0 3 6 9 12

x>-9ANDx<9

—9<x<9  

The same properties are true for inequalities that use the symbol <.  y
Since 3 is added to |x|, subtract 3 from

both sides to undo the addition.

Think, “The distance from x to 0 is

less than 9 units.”

Write as a compound inequality.



Now |et’s try some together...

Solve each inequality and graph the solutions. Then write the solutions as a Compoundinequality.

 
 

 

(a) |x|-7<-3 (b) 2|x|<6

HH HH + + HH

(0) |x+3|-4.5<7.5 (d) |x|+12<15

YAA OP Y HA 2% tt
y 1 1 y T y q q Y v 177
 

The inequality lo > 5 describesall real numbers whose distance from 0 is greater than 5 units. The

solutions are all numbers less than —5 or greater than 5. The inequality E > 5 Can be written as the

Compound inequality x<—S5 OR x>5.

Knowt Absolute-Value Inequalities Involving > s

7

NUMBERSPr WORDS

= The inequality |x| > a (when a > 0) asks, “Whatvalues of

x have an absolute value greater than a?” The solutions

are numbers less than —a or greater than a.

 

 

|x|>5
xX<-5ORX>5

 

GRAPH ALGEBRA

ke a units >] a units > |x| > a (when a > 0)

— x<-—a0ORx>a
—a 0 a  
   The sameproperties are true for inequalities that use the symbol>.

GC y



Solve each inequality and graph the solutions. Then write the solutions as a Compound inequality.

 

|x[+5> 14

|x[+5>14 Since 5 is added to |x|, subtract 5 from

-8 —5 both sides to undo the addition.

|x| >9

l«—9 units—+—9 units>| Think, “The distance from x to Q is

feeb | | es greater than 9 units.”
-12 -9 -6 —-3 0 3 6 9 12

x<-9ORX>9 Write as a compound inequality.

Now let’s try some together...
Solve each inequality and graph the solutions. Then write the solutions as a Compound inequality.

 
 

 

 

(a) |x|-20>-13 (b) |x-8|1+5>11

RER HH

(c) |x|-7>-1 (d) |x]+10>12

e+ ++ + + HH HH ES
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Solving Absolute Value Inequalities

Solve each inequality and graphits solution.

 

 

 

 

rights reserved.

Name

Date Period

 

 

 

 

1) |10x| > 70 2) |n+7| >3

10 8 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 OA

3) |10+x| > 19 4) |-5m-4| >-49

o 30 _25 20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 | -7-6-5 —4 -3 -2 -] 0 | 2 3 4 5 a

5) |1- 10n| 2-89 6) |6—7x| >-15

5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7. D 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5.

7) [10k +2| > 38 8) [3-25] >-19

O8 6 4 —2 0 2 4 6 8. 6 5 4-3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7.

2018 Kuta Software LLC. All rig hts reserved-l- Made with Infinite Al gebra 1.



 

 

 

 

—10 3 6 4 —2 0 2 4 8 10

11) |r+4| -4<1

-12 -10 8 -6 —4 2 2

13) |5n| -2>-47

5 4 3 2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

| 3m+ 115) LT TL<4
3

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 2 456

© 2018 K uta Software LLC. All rig hts

 

 

 

 

 

10) 3
6

76-54-3210 1 2345 678

12) [| +1<2

O0 8 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10

14) 6|3x - 6| < 90

5543240123456 78

lön +8]16) sy
9

5432401234567

reserved. Made with In finite A lge bra 1.
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Absolute Value Inequalities Date Period

Solve each inequality and graphits solution.

A 2) |-9v| <54
1) |=| <3 ) Fevsse

4 65432710 1 23 4 5 6 78

FR —8 4 0 4 E 12

x 4) |-65| < 60
3) |—\25 A

6 aGa m
Haor

5) |-8n| <32 6) |x+5|<9

Fi ioiiiiisn “6-4--10-8 6 42024 6

7) |4v-9] <27 8) |10+4x|< 14

TOD 4° 6 8 10 “Sa 65432407934

9) |3 -9a| < 60 10) |7x+4| > 74

ISA618 23 404 à @



  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

12) |x| -6<-1

CADA 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7654-32-10 1 2 3 4 5 6

13) nl +4< 12 14) |x| +7> 16

1846442024680 2 8 + 0 4

15) |p| -3 <0 16) |m| +5 <9

4543240123456 “65 432-101 5 6

17) |b-8| +10>22 |x—4|
> 18)$2
ADAinoa >

44202468

19) -3+ |n-2|>5 |3+r|
o 20) <

“S40 4 8 A 1
30 20 -10 0 10

|2 + 3x| 22) 8+ |4v-7|>17
21) >5

2 (ASTM
32-10 1 2 3 4 5

58765 43-2-10123 45



Name: Date: Period:

section 3.7 Practice WS (1) Kermit
 

Solve each absolute value inequality and graph the solutions.

1. |x|-5<-2 2. |x|-6 >16 3. 3x]+2<8

 

4. |x+5|-4.52 7.5 5. |x+1]-7.8< 6.2 6. |x|+2.9>8.6

Write and solve an absolute value inequality for each expression. Graph the solutions on a numberline.

7. all numbers whose absolute valueis less than or equal to 15

8. all numbers that have an absolute value greater than 7

Tell whether the given value of x is a solution of the inequality.

9. |x|>3; x=-5 10. 2xl<8 ; x=6 11. |x-1.2|<5.4 ; x=6.6



Write an absolute Value inequality for each graph.

4
 

  

 

 

 

2. 54232-012345

1 1

67 67
13. += +=

—10—-8 —-6 —4 —-2 0 2 A 6 8 10

7 | 1 L 7

14. ent—
—10-8 -6 4-2 0 2 4 6 8 10

15 “==>
“25-43-21 012345  

16. A student solved the absolute value inequality below. Find and explain the error(s) in the student's

work. What is the Correct answer?

Ix-61+3>8

Ix-6l+3> 8
-3 -3

Ix-6l= 5

-5 > x-62 5

té _+6 +6
l= x > 11



Name

Practice B
3-7

Date Class

 

Solve each inequality and graphthe solutions.

1,

10.

|x| -2<3

 

+ | i / | | | | | |
T 1 T 1 T I t T Y

{ J
1 1

-6 -5 -4-3 -2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5

 

 

 

 

 

Solving Absolute-Value Inequalities

. |x+1|+5<7

 

Lt }
my {
eowh we Bw Bed

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 a4 5 6

3|x-6| <9 lx+3] -1.5<-2.5

EEll RER
1 oO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 il -9 -8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 0 1 2 3

|x| +17>20 |x-6| -7>-3

ñi 4444 +++
-6 -5 -4-3-2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 412 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12

1=|x+5|22 .2|x-2|23
2

a j | 1 | 1 | E I £ j | Ll» i i L i 5 ! fi 1 i 1 t 2
=~ i T 1 T 1 1 E I I 1 | Tr. 7 1 t T y Y T ¥ Y 7 ~~

-11-10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 5-5 +4 +3 -2 1 QG 1 3 4 5 6

The organizers of a drama club wanted to sell 350 tickets to their

show. The actual sales were no more than 35 tickets from this goal.

Write and solve an absolute-value inequality to find the range of the

numberof tickets that may have been sold.

 

The temperature at noon in Los Angeles on a summerday was 88 °F.

During the day, the temperature varied from this by as muchas 7.5 °F.

Write and solve an absolute-value inequality to find the range of

possible temperatures for that day.
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Name Class
 

Problem Solving
3-7 Solving Absolute-Value Inequalities

Write the correct answer.

1. A carpenter cuts boards that are 2 meters

long. It is acceptable for the length to

differ from this value by at most

0.05 meters. Write and solve an

absolute-value inequality to find the

range of acceptable lengths.

 

 

3. Mai thinks of a secret number. She says

that her secret numberis more than 11

units away from 50. Write an absolute-

value inequality that gives the possible

values of Mai's number.

 

2. During a workout, Vince tries to keep his

heart rate at 134 beats per minute. His

actual heart rate varies from this value by

as much as 8 beats per minute. Write

and solve an absolute-value inequality to

find Vince's range of heart rates.

 

 

4. Boxes of cereal are supposedto weigh

15.3 ounces each. A quality-control

managerfinds that the boxes are no

more than 0.4 ounces awayfrom this

weight. Write an absolute-value

inequality that gives the range of possible

weights of the boxes.

 

Thetable gives the typicallifespan for several mammals. Use the

table for questions 5-7. Select the best answer.

5. Which absolute-value inequality gives

the number of years a goat maylive?

A |x-6|<11 c |x-24| <6
B |lx-15|<9 D |x-30|<9

7. The inequality | x —17 |<c gives the

number of years a panda maylive.

Whatis the value of c?

A 3 C 14

B6 D 20

6. Which mammal hasa lifespan that can

be represented by the absolute-value

inequality |x — 12.5| < 2.5?

 

F Antelope H Otter

G Koala J Wolf

Nina Lifespan Mammal Lifespan

(years) (years)
 

Antelope 10 to 25 Otter 15 to 20
 

Goat 6 to 24 Panda 14 to 20
     Koala 10 to 15 Wolf 13 to 15
 

Source:

http://www.sandiegozoo.org/animalbytes/a-mammal.html

Original content Copyright O by Holt McDougal. Additions and changesto the original content are the responsibility of the instructor.
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